Visualize all identities, identify and remediate findings, and detect identity threats with Identity Security Insights

There is an explosion of identities beyond the traditional network perimeter and a massive increase in identity-related vulnerabilities. Organizations lack continuous visibility of identities across all systems, especially on rapidly expanding cloud systems.

BeyondTrust Identity Security Insights empowers organizations with clear visibility into all identities, privileges, and access, revealing their exact impact on your security posture. Gain a new intelligent layer to your PAM solutions to detect threats resulting from compromised identities and privileged access misuse.

According to research conducted by the Identity Defined Security Alliance (IDSA), 79% of organizations have had an identity-related breach in the last two years. Organizations are seeking better methods to detect and respond to identity threats.

Feature highlights include:

Centralized Dashboard
Identify over-privileged users and inactive or partially revoked identities, and truly understand their overall blast radius impact across your entire estate.

Proactive Recommendations
Uncover high risk identities and privileged accounts and remove unnecessary privileges before they are exploited by an attacker.

Identity Security Detections
Detect anomalies and known attack techniques, and remediate activity from compromised identities, accounts, or privileges.

Gain Comprehensive Visibility
Visualize all identities with correlated access and privileges across the estate.

Reduce the Attack Surface
Minimize the risk of data breaches and other malicious activities by proactively addressing identity vulnerabilities.

Improve Efficiency
Leverage cross-solution context to detect and mitigate identity security events efficiently.

Identity Security Insights Product Details
www.beyondtrust.com/identity-security-insights